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Granite cured of schizop hrenia
by Ron Winslow
Managing Editor
For the past several years,
the Granite has existed under an
incurable, schizophrenia, unable
to decide if it belongs in moth
balls with class rings and New·
Hampshire blazers, to be carefully polished before each class
reunion, or if it should be written
for the present, a creative documentary of a year here, to be aPpreciated now.
· And there has been an unflinchi~g attitude it is impossible

to do both well, so both are compromised and no one is happy.
The 1970 Granite is positive
indication a yearbook can emerge
from such a disease, and a documentary approach can be the most
satisfying, most creative, and
even leave room for some moth
ball nostalgia.
The improvement over last
year's Granite is impressive.
The new edition finally puts to
death the yearbook formula, sectioning accordibg to student life,
student activities, faculty, administration and replaces it with
a nearly total photo-essay of the
year.
The photography is excellent
in subject matter presentation
and reproduction . Last year's
photos were often repetitious
to the point of boredom and the
reproduction of some images was
poor.
And the copy of the 1970 Granite
is almost totally home-grown,
not just by the writer, but exerpted from several campus
sources, which interpret a year at
UNH
much 'b etter than quotes
from Leonard Cohen or Kahil
Gabran.
While the new Granite stands
high above other yearbooks here,
it doesn't live up to its own
expectations.
A photo-essay approach presupposes a ma jor theme. The
1970 Granite has no theme. It is
a conglomeration of thoughts
lumped together in choppy rhythm
and rotation.
The total presentation reflects
the last days of May when the book
was put together, unstable, confused and harried.
The beginning is philsophical
in its approach while the end,
particularly the discussion of
student
activism,
is almost

totally repe r torial.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and
its confrontation with Women's
Liberation is dropped between
the
moratorium and Jamie
Brockett for no apparent reason.
. Hubert Humphrey is slipped in
between photographs of the black
arts production and Dick Gregory's appearance, again for no
apparent reason.
A refere'nce to the "mayday"
fertility celebration is totally
out of context to what precedes
and follows it.
Despite itl'i rejection of traditional sections, the 1970
Granite has its own sections:
political activism, "exhibitions"
concerts and blacks. Sports and
senior pictures remain traditional. All are categorized, some as
if they were special, others as
if the y were unimportant.
The senior pictures, especially, represent a cultural lag
in the context of the book. Nice
smiling faces in coats and ties
and sweaters and drapes are obnoxious and false. They do not
belong in the 1970 Granite.
For the documentary to work,
it should le ave a total impression
on the reader. By eliminating
the traditional sections, the yearbook assumes a responsibility
for reaching all students with a
theme.
It's hard to believe anyone who
was a student here last year
could have escaped in June unaffected by the events of 196970, from October 15 to May 15.
But the Granite fails to catch the
nature of the affection.
Because of this, students will
have to resort to carefully scanning the crowd shots for their
faces to grasp the essence of the
year, now, and later, when they
brush away the mothballs.

1970
granite

university of new hampshire
durham, new hampshire

dedicated to gwynne daggett (1907-1969)
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gwynne daggett looked for the good in people,
and he always seemed to find it. he'd listen to
what a person had to say, silently, politely,
thoughtfully, whether the voice belonged to a student, faculty member, administrator, neighbor, or
stranger.
but it wasn't just that gwynne daggett listened;
he cared, about people, about I ife.
he was a gentle man, a strong man who believed in freedom of speech.
during the early 1950's he invited paul
sweezey, a self-proclaimed marxian socialist, to
address a humanities class.
daggett was later investigated during a state
probe. he was taken to court for refusing to answer questions concerning sweezey's speech.
a superior court ruling eventually forced a response, but meanwhile, daggett was castigated
by the state press.
sweezey returned to the university in 1956
while under a superior court contempt citation for
refusing to discuss his initial appearance at the
university.

the press and the state fought sweezey's return, but daggett fought back.
two years later, the american association of
university professors presented unh the meiklejohn award for academic freedom for "resolutely
maintaining the freedom of the university community to hear all points of a controversial issue
even in the face of public opposition to bringing
a particular speaker on campus."
in 1966, daggett was promoted to full professor.
some of his colleagues attribute the long delay to the fact that he never published during the
latter part of his career.
"his most important contribution? teaching . he
made a greater contribution than any of the publishing scholars on this campus," said one associate. "i suspect we'll never find another man so
dedicated to teaching, so humanly educated himself, and so broadly trained and competent."
thousands of students would agree.
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institutions are sacred in america ; sacred for the ideals they represent and for
the national image every older citizen
can point to and call his own. he can
point to the pentagon , bank of america,
and the cap itol dome and recall fundamental american values that somehow
speak better of the past than of the present, and leave little faith in the future . the
institutions he fought to save have been
ridiculed and attacked by his own sons.
he saw goose steps in another country ;
his son hears them in his own and he's
afraid, and like his father, he too languishes for something to believe in .
the university is his institution , but it
was built as much for his parents as for
him ; a mammoth umbilical of wood ,
brick, and cold iron that sometimes
nourishes, sometimes starves, and often
alienates. without him the institution is
meaningless, a perpetuation of its own
sterility.
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his presence justifies the existence of
the institution . he gives the university
both its strengths and weaknesses , and if
it falters it is because he has failed to
discover and define his own educational
goals or because others have restricted
his freedom to do so.
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education means different things to
different people.
to the politicians of this state, higher
education is for the elite. new hampshire
labors under the collective misconception that "if it costs a lot it must be
good."
to high school guidance councilors it
means high grades, scholarships, and
"the more of our students the merrier" in
a college or university with a big name.
to parents it too often means "the best
for my son" ... regardless.
to the student ...
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it's learning to deal with everyone
else's conception of his own reality. it's
!onliness, wandering, depression , elation
at finding a clean path through societal
muck.
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it's learning that as a student he must
give as well as receive stimulation, and
that as an individual he must accept the
personal responsibility his education will
bring. In spite of the institution , the burden of education is his alone, as is the
willingness to use it.
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to help him define his personal and educational
needs, the university offers him the life stud ies
program .
at worst, students find that even life studies is
becoming too regimented to serve its own ends ; at
best, the program 's goal of self-discovery results in
frustration. " we help him discover where it's at,"
said one life studies instructor, " and when he finds
out, he leaves. "
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to some extent, personal frustration is
a necessary part of education ; institutionalized frustration is not, but it's taken a
year of the 4r-4r system to find that out.
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the two week read ing period · before
final examinations bothers many professors because it takes students out of the
classroom . that 's a boon to many students, a sandtrap of disorder for others.

innovation discouraged many people, and so did
the university senate, where the chairman 's gavel
brought order long enough to interpret robert's
rules of order, but usually not long enough to prevent hunger pains from gnawing away at the rationale behind university policy decisions.
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many university senators spent the
year trying to convince their colleagues
that the group was actually empowered
to make policy decisions instead of
merely recommending them .
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most people who participate in university politics consider their activity an
important facet of education.
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but that's a matter of taste , sometimes no
less a part of personal education and
growth than life in an apartment, dormitory
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fraternity, or sorority.
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growth is what you make it.
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growth doesn 't necessarily mean progress.
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.
it could Just
as well refer to a k 'in d of cancer.
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ralph nader

education outside the classroom, extraneous to the institution, is usually
more meaningful to the student. here the
student has control and direction over his
activities, and is able to pursue his interests independently. because of the failure
of the institution to develop innovative

programs under the auspices of the 4r-4r
system and life studies; and the failure of
the university senate to promote meaningful changes in the institution itself, a
student's education is largely dependent
on outside activities.
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florida governor claude kirk was right when he
said, "we are through with the days of those who
stand in doorways or brandish axe handles," but
that doesn 't mean we are through with racism. it
means that in many ways racism is a little more
subtle and perhaps a lot more legal than it has
been in the past. another generation will pass before blacks and whites can intermingle freely in any
place other than the cloisters of a college community.
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equality is a state of mind.

"we blacks have a purpose. we'll get
an education when and where we can.
whites have a choice. when it comes
down to a real confrontation the white
can decide whether to get on the line or
off the line. the black has no choice.
he's on the line all alone."
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summary
no sleep tonight
not even after all
the red and green pills
i have pumped into
my stuttering self or
the sweet wine
that drowns them.
this is
a poem for the world
for the slow suicides
in seclusion.

somewhere on the 130th st.
a woman, frail as a
child's ghost, sings. oh.
oh , what
can the matter be? johnny 's
so long at the fair.
i learned how
to masturbate
thru the new york times.

i thought
shd i have
thought anything
that cd not
be proved . i
thought and
was wrong. listen
fool
black
bitch
of fantasy. life

is no more than
gents
and
gigolos (99% american)
liars
and
killers (199% american)
dreamers
and drunks (299% american)
(ONLY GOD IS 300% AMERICAN)

i say
is everybody happy?
this is a poem for me.
i am alone.
one night of words
will not change
all that.
-Sonia Sanchez
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MY BLACKNESS IS THE BEAUTY
OF THIS LAND
My blackness is the beauty of this land,
my blackness,
tender and strong, wounded and wise,
my blackness:
I, drawling black grandmother, smile muscular and sweet,
unstraightened white hair soon to grow in earth,
work-thickened hand thoughtful and gentle on grandson's
head,
my heart is bloody-razored by a million memories' thrall;
remembering the crook-necked cracker who spat on my
naked body,
remembering the splintering of my son's spirit because
he remembered to be proud
remembering the tragic eyes in my daughter's dark face
when she learned her color's meaning,
and my own dark rage a rusty knife with teeth to gnaw my
bowels,
my agony ripped loose by anguished shouts in Sunday's
humble church,
my agony rain bowed to ecstacy when my feet oversoared
Montgomery's slime,

ah, this hurt, this hate, this ecstacy before I die,
and all my love a strong cathedral!
My blackness is the beauty of this land!
Lay this against my whiteness, this land!
Lay me, young Brutus stamping hard on the cat's tail,
gutting the Indian, gouging the nigger,
booting Little Rock's Minniejean Brown in the buttocks and
boast
my sharp white teeth derision-bared as I the conqueror
crush!
Skyscraper-I, white hands burying God's human clouds
beneath the dust!
Skyscraper-I, slim blond young Empire
thrusting up my loveless bayonet to rape the sky,
then shrink all my long body with filth and in the gutter lie
as lie I will to perfume this armpit garbage,
While I here standing black beside
wrench tears from which the lies would suck the salt
to make me more American than America ...
But yet my love and yet my hate shall civilize this land,
this land's salvation.
-Lance Jeffers

" can our system of popular sovereignty, representative government, and collective bargaining
cope with this kind of age . .. ?"
-hubert h. humphrey
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"the student power movement is not a revolution
but an evolution long overdue, . . . let students
have nothing to do with the university, nothing to
say about it, and the university will become a
thing, something not to be respected ."
-hubert h. humphrey
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" we old fools spent so much time in college
learning how to make a living, we forgot to learn
how to I ive. "
-Dick Gregory
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" black folks do not hate white folks .. . we hate
the whole white racist system and institutions
that are choking us to death ... and you whites
are responsible for that system ... "
-Dick Gregory
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doctor spock
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handsome johnny
hey, looka yonder
tell me what's that you see
march in ' to the fields of concord
looks like handsome johnny
with a musket in his hand
marching to the concord war
hey, marching to the concord war.
hey, looka yonder
tell me what 's that you see
march in ' to the fields of gettysburg
looks like handsome johnny
with a flintlock in his hand
marching to the gettysburg war
hey, marching to the gettysburg war.
and it's a long hard road
it's a long hard road
it's a long hard road
hey, before we 'll be free.
hey, looka yonder
tell me what you see
march in ' to the fields of dunkirk
looks like handsome johnny
w ith a carbine in his hand
marchin' to the dunkirk war
hey, march in' to the dun kirk war.
hey, looka yonder
tell me watch a see
march in ' to the fields of korea
looks like handsome johnny
with an M-1 in his hand
marching to the korean war
hey, marching to the korean war.

and it's a long hard road
it's a long hard road
it's a long hard road
hey, before we'll be free
hey, before we ' ll be free.
hey, looka yonder tell me watcha see
march in ' to the fields of vietnam
looks like handsome johnny
withanM-15
marching to the vietnam war
hey marching to the vietnam war.
hey looka yonder tell me watcha see
marching to the fields of birmingham
looks like handsome johnny
with his hand rolled in a fist
marching to the birmingham war
hey marching to the birmingham war.
hey, what's the use of singing this song
some of you are not even listening
tell me what it is we 've got to do
wait for our fields to start glistening
hey, wait for the bullets to start whistling
hey, here comes a hydrogen bomb
and here comes a guided missle
and here comes a hydrogen bomb
i can almost hear it's whistle
i can almost hear it's whistle
-richie havens
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autum n broug ht anti-w ar protes t back to campus and the nation as well; but in durha m there
was I ittle activit y. some went to manch ester, a
few march ed aroun d the univer sity, and the more
seriou s took turns readin g a list of the war dead.

--- - - -
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on october 15, more than 50 ,000 fi I led boston
common. nixon had coined words like " silent majority" and " vietnamization " , and his vice-president was emerging as the chief proponent of a
" love it or leave it america".
to most students, nixon , agnew, and vietnam
were still a part of non-reality.
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"most journalists are restless voyeurs who see
the warts on the world, the imperfections in people and places. the sane scene that is much of
life, the great portion of the planet unmarked by
madness, does not lure them like riots and raids,
crumbling countries and sinking ships, bankers
banished to rio and burning buddhist nuns-gloom is their game, the spectacle their passion ,
normality their nemesis."
--gay talese--
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throughout the brief history of confrontation
politics on campus, it has become a matter of
tradition that students occupy administrative
offices whenever frustrated.
after a contributing editor to the new hampshire attempted to convey what he considered
meaningful description to a front page article
concerning interruptions caused by female liberation members at a regional anti-war conference,
unh liberation members occupied the new hampshire office until the editors agreed to allow them
a special issue devoted entirely to the cause.
since men don 't know anything about women
anymore than whites know anything about blacks,
and because the newspaper's staff was predominently male, the women wrote the entire
issue themselves. apparently both sides learned
a lot more about one another by not working together.
somewhere there is a fine l ine of humanity,
similar to the one that separates genius from
madness, that does link man to woman and white
to black; but the quarrel between the newspaper
and women 's lib never really got out of bed. it
was still men against women , or women against
men depending upon your position in life.

marlene di xon , women 's liberationist
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jamie brockett I
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the urge for going
i woke up today and found
frost perched on the town
it hovered in a frozen sky
and gobbled summer down
and when the sun turns traitor cold
shivering trees are standing in a naked row
and i get the urge for going
and i never seem to go
and i get the urge for going
when the meadow grass is turning brown
summertime is falling down
winter's closing in
i had a girl in summertime
with summer colored skin
and not another man in town
my darlin ' heart could win
when the leaves fell trembling down
bully winds did rub their faces in the snow
she got the urge for going
andihadtolethergo
and she got the urge for going
when the meadow grass was turning brown
summer was falling down
winter's closing in
the warriors of winter
gave a cold triumphant shout
and all that stays is dying
and all that lives is getting out
see the geese in chevron flight
laughing and racing on before the snow
they got the urge for going
they got the wings to go
and they get the urge for going
when the meadow grass is turning brown
summertime is fall ing down
winter's closing in
but i'II ply the fire with kindling
pull the blankets to my chin
i'll lock the vagrant winter out
and bolt my wandering in
i'd like to call back summertime
and have her stay for just another month o r so
she 's got the urge for going
and i guess she ' ll have to go
and she gets the urge for going
when the meadow grass is turning brown
all her empi res falling down
winter 's closing in
and i get the urge for going
when the meadow grass is turning brown
summertime is falling down
-joni mitchell
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tom rush
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paul butterfield blues band
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with spring came the birth of a second annual
fertil ity celebration ; this one called " the son of
mayday". by the time it was over hundreds of
students couldn 't have cared less if it were snowing outside . .. and they probably wouldn 't have
known it either.
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willard van dyke
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bukka white
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jim barton, josh schurman, peter aceves
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bukka white, john jackson
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john jackson

bukka white
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mason williams
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the conspiracy first came to unh in the dead of
winter. at the beginning it numbered twenty-five.
they talked among themselves and with their
friends. they waited . they grew. the passive and
submissive stand that they had been forced to
take gave birth to discontent.
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confrontation politics reached new dimensions
second semester, when a group of students requested an additional section of robert winston's
political science course. the issue crystalized the
frustrations of hundreds of students who had registered for courses but couldn't get in, pitted students against administrators, faculty members
against department chairmen, and department
chairmen against the world.
since the university senate considered itself
impotent in deciding such issues of academic
policy, president me connell established an ad
hoc committee of students and faculty to arbitrate the matter. immediately all seventeen department chairmen in the college of liberal arts
armed themselves with threats of resignation.
new problems of who had the right to do what
killed the initial concern over winston's course
almost as rapidly as it was born.

7 I I""'

while resignations were available at cut rate
prices, six students asked for the resignations of
academic vice-president eugene mills and political science department chairman george
romoser. " their shared disability, at times a mutually supporting and protective inability to impress their concerns and justify their decisions to
any body of critically questioning observers, are
to be considered symptoms of terminal intellectual growth. " the students considered the two
men detrimental to the university, as well as to
"the integrity of its intellectual processes and its
educational functions ."
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threatened with the resignations of his department chairmen , president me connell agreed with
their recommendation that " no decision involving
academic policy will ever be made during a confrontation" , added another section of winston's
course, and began considering his own resignation.
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a special convocation on education was then
held to discuss the questions of power, priorities,
and academic policy decisions at unh. this commanded the traditional lack of support on the
part of all members of the university community,
and ended in usual non-decisions and relevant,
yet unheeded , recommendations.
"the existing machinery at this university functions just fine. like a well-oiled bureaucratic machine should. but to continue the metaphor, the
students are relegated to being the squeaky
wheel which is often greased into silence with
empty but smooth rhetoric, when they should be
the integral gear which perpetuates or halts the
work of the machine."
-carolyn beebe
" in the theories of the philosophy of education
we have to realize that our education is not coincidental with our life ... maybe the reason we
can 't determine how we live in the university is
also because we cannot determine our life styles
when we get out.
-mark waters
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concern over the war continued on a monthly
basis. local interest and organization faded as
students congregated in washington on april 15
to join in a mass expression of discontent.
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attention soon refocused on local issues.
in a state which views the university as a sinister monster l'.iing shrouded in ivy underbrush
ready to infect american values with communistinspired ideas, it is not surprising that free
speech should be a sensitive issue. because unh
has been through the free speech battle several
times, the issue is always a semi -exposed nerve
waiting to be irritated.
the state's largest newspaper had I ittle to say
when florida 's dog-eyed governor spoke at the
university, but when news broke of the scheduled
appearance of abbie hoffman, david dellinger,
and jerry rubin , the university became a front
page pawn for every self-styled patriot and political pundit available on short-term notice.
the press acted as the best possible publicity
agent, but they also did a lot to increase the
paranoia quotient of the university's trustees.
" fear of outside agitation " prompted the board to
limit the hours alloted the speakers.
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student body president mark wefers was accused of defying a federal court injunction that
also limited the hours during which the state
would recognize the right of free speech . the
chicago three gave their speeches, and in spite
of all fears to the contrary, not a band aid was
needed.
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" how can you love god whom you have not
seen when you do not love your brother whom
you have seen? despite all our indignation to
stop the war, we also have to ask ourselves a
similar question . how can we love the north vietnamese whom we have not seen when we do not
love the blacks and panthers whom we have
seen?
"i am for a second revolution that will fulfill the
american revolution that has been sabotaged. but
i am for making that revolution by force and not
by violence.

" th is is a t ime that amer ican people of d ifferent views and life styles must be brought together and solidarized for the emergency. if we
do not do this in six weeks then those arguments
about facism will be moot. we need to open up
the university as a liberated territory until all men
are free. ' '
-david dellinger

"these places (universities) are like factories
and we're treated like shit. we all know that
school is nothing but advanced toilet training.
school is to make us little capitalists, consumers,
and bureaucrats. they want us to work for grades
which, like money, ain't worth nothin '."

" capitalism is another word for stealing. this
country was stolen from the indians and black
people, who built this country. this country belongs to all the people and we are going to steal
it and give it back to all the poor people. that's
what the revolution is all about."
-jerry rubin
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"new hampshire, whooooeeee! tonight the
granite is going to crack. tonight the old man in
the mountain is going to blow his brains out."
-abbie hoffman

I

168

" every goddamned nursery is on strike ; what 's
taken you so long? a bunch of dinosaurs have
been running this state for too long.
look at this place ; this is a vanilla state-all 32
of howard johnson 's vanilla. people talk about
loving or leaving this nation. well we 've already
left. "
-abbie hoffman

in the united states d istrict court
for the district of new hampshire
united states of america
V.

mark wefers, individually
and as president of student
government of the university
of new hampshire

cr iminal no.

7027

within two days, more than a thousand students had signed petitions declaring their support for wafer's decision concerning the injunction. In concord , n.h., wefers appeared in the
federal court, as students marched and rallied to
support wafer's injunction stand .
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meanwhile students throughout the country
were closing their universities on an average of
three every ten hours. " strike" took on a new
meaning to students reeling in disgust, despair,
and anger, precipitated by president nixon 's decision to send troops into cambodia, political
repression of the black panthers, and heightened
by the deaths of four students at kent state university.
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"lighted candles were carried around this campus Wednesday night by approximately 3500 students. it was cold that night and a great many of
them had never marched before, but there were
no complaints. in fact, few words were said at all
because when four students died during monday's demonstration at kent state university in
ohio, a part of every student in america died with
them, died for the senseless waste of human
lives that he has come to expect in a country
whose history is fraught with violence and bloodshed. some of it has been justified, much of it
has not; and as citizens of this country we cannot
accept the hypocrisy, immorality and injustice of
a government that has continually undermined
the foundations of our country "for the good of
all concerned" and left us with nothing more than
the hope that on our own we can make the right
decision. "
-new hampshire editorial
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chants of " shut it down! shut it down! " reverberated among
the walls of the institution that alienated him. his frustrations
were long past the boiling point. his impotency as a student
and as a citizen were clarified beyond the point of toleration.
and in the end he took power in the only way a student can ;
he went on STRIKE!
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the strike was student-initiated and predominantly student-directed. except for the few faculty
members who were deeply involved in the strike,
and the other few who conducted workshops,
most faculty remained somewhat separate from
and outside the strike.
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their opportunity to merely endorse the strike
at a faculty meeting ended in immediate adjournment of the meeting because of " the presence
of students." the faculty then graciously agreed
to conduct an informal dialogue with the students, in an unofficial capacity. much to the
alarm and dismay of the students and most of the
faculty, the final result of this momentous event,
was the walk-out of several faculty members who
felt " threatened " by a d ialogue with students.
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the university of new hampshire is not closed
down; it is opened up as never before, opened
for the purpose of conducting the most important
d ialogue in its history-a dialogue that reaches
into the very heart of our society, its strengths
and weaknesses, in a relentless and dedicated
march for ways and means to improve that society. recognizing the urgency of the situation, stu-

dents and faculty, in a cooperative effort of responsible involvement, have put text books aside
temporarily, as combined powers of intellect ,
imagination , and creativity are brought to bear
upon awesome problems. as a result , together
we are learning from life the lessons necessary
to the creation of a better life for everyone.
-strike steering committee
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the chants of " strike , strike, strike" are gone.
they have been replaced by the thumping of a
mimeograph machine turning , turning, turning.
the spontaneity of people facing people has died .
the movement has become an organization, two
doors down the corridor, to your left.
it has been a year of issues, never people.
everyone has been defined according to the issues. (a dove or a hawk, a black or a white, a pig
or a brother). we have ceased to be individuals.
each has a role to play. we have institutionalized
the revolution ...
the issues still exist. there is still the war, and
it is expanding. there are two more students
dead at jackson state. the blacks are still being
murdered. and the trustees still decide how we
live.
but the people do not exist. one hundred fifty
committed radicals have become twenty-five
committed radicals. four thousand candle bearing
mourners have become 10 black-arm-banded
coeds. the vast unaffected majority has slipped
home for the summer. in september, they will slip
back, still silent and still unaffected ... summer
has come. the clenched fist is thumbing its way
to the beach.
-michael painchaud

I
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were all there, only the names were more famous. and while
the protestors froliced naked in the reflecting pool, people
died in indo-china and the ghetto.
the radicals had shouted "revolution! destroy the society."
the society had responded, "law and order! destroy the radicals!" the radicals had responded with epithets, bottles and
bricks, and, allegedly bullets. society had countered-attacked
with tear gas, clubs and bayonets, and, undeniably bullets.
and as my country tore itself in half, people died in indochina and the ghetto.
bewildered, desperate, i stand in the middle, caught between a revolution prepared to use any means to destroy this
society, and a society prepared to use any means to preserve
itself against revolution. i could not choose the society, for it
was so busy killing to defend itself around the world that it
would not fight the cancers which ate at it at home. i could
not choose the revolution, for it was too busy trying to destroy
the society to look for a better replacement. and while i was
questioning, people died in indo-china and the ghetto.
i tried to find the answer myself. i looked to democracy,
and found mob rule . i looked to totalitarianism and found
tyranny. i looked to socialism, and found the destruction of
the individual. i turned to capitalism, and found the glorification of greed. i turned to my president, he called me a bum. i
looked to my church, they were too busy praying for the
dead. i tried cynicism, and while i remained aloof the people
died in indo-china and the ghetto.
i had turned to man and his institutions, but they were too
busy fighting to hear or to answer. and so i turned to god.
jehova answered me, commanding with words carved in
stone: "thou shalt not kill." yet with his blessing david slew
goliath, and with the aid of his miracle joshua destroyed
jerhico. confused, i turned to jesus christ for some answer, a
new way, and he said to me, very simply, " love, love your god ,
and love your neighbor. " but when i tried to love, my country
called me a coward, traitor, and demanded that i join the killing in indo-china and , if necessary, in the ghetto.
desperately, i turned to god once more to ask "how must i
love?" but i found him dying, nailed by his government to a
wooden cross, and moaning in his agony, "forgive them. " was
this his answer? is death the only future i can look to, the
only future i can offer others? can my one death halt the
killing in indo-china and the ghetto?
call me ishmael, wanderer.
-ed king

call me ishmael, wanderer, i am a man without an ideology,
a man who can no longer find faith . my country is tearing
itself apart before my eyes, and, in its agony, is tearing the
world with it. and i am caught in the middle, for i can take no
side. the radicals have tried to destroy the cancer which pervades the society by killing the patient. the society, maddened by the cancer and terrified by the potential doctors,
has lashed out in return. and while the ideologies struggle,
people are dying in the war in indo-china and dying of disease and starvation in the ghetto.
i have observed the anti-war demonstrations here in durham for several years, observed them with a mixture of frustration and disgust. they were circuses, complete with
parades, flags, bands and the ever-present ringmasters . only
instead of elephants, the parade had obscene posters and its
contingent of "freaks". the flags were red, black, and vietnamese. the bands were rock, not brass. the ringmasters
were there in force with the revolutionary equivalent of
"hurry. hurry. hurry." women's liberation was shouting "in this
ring ... " while the blacks were shouting "and in this ring ... "
and at the same time the peacenics were shouting "and in
the main ring ... " and while the show went on, people died
in indo-china and the ghetto.
we demonstrated for five years against the war in vietnam.
our president answered by moving it into laos and cambodia.
the demonstrations were angry now, and six students died.
they weren't just body counts anymore, a beautiful young girl
who had placed a flower in a guardman's rifle, died in the
street, gunned down before the horrified eyes of the boy who
loved her. another girl went looking for her dog and found
death instead. a young rote cadet, second highest in his
class, lay dead, shot by the very men he may have someday
lead. another boy, wary of both military and radical alike,
died in the street, a victim of both. in another city a high
school student walking home from work and a young father
studying law were gunned down in a furious and senseless
hail of police bullets. yet, while a shocked nation mourned
these six, hundreds of unarmed, faceless people died in indochina and the ghetto.
the cry went up for a mass demonstration in washington,
and i followed. i went down by bus, past the "free enterprise"
of state-granted franchises at superhighway rest areas, past
the unbelievable stench of government-franchised oil refineries. but when i got to washington all i found was the circus,
only bigger. people moved through the audience selling soda
and peace buttons. the rhetoric, the music, the flags, they
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THE VICE

PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON

June 5, 1970

The 1970 Graduating Class
University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire 03824
Dear Friends:
It is a pleasure to extend greetings to the 1970
graduating class of the University of New Hampshire.

Education is the lifeblood of a free society. Perhaps
Thomas Jefferson expressed it best when he wrote, 11 1£ a nation
expects to be ignorant and free, in a state of civilization, it
expects what never was and never will be. n
In order to move ahead, our country must have an
educated citizenry, fully capable of contributing to and participating in our complicated and increasingly sophisticated way
of life. Education provides both the skills and the knowledge
to survive and succeed in a world where change is the only
constant.
I salute those students of the University of New
Hampshire whose spirit of responsible concern displays a
strong and sincere commitment to the achievement of a better
world.
Sincerely,
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Bonnie Abbott

Craig Abbott

Ademola Abolaji

Jonathan Aborn

John Aghajanian

Linda Aldrich

Jeff Allbright

Bonnie Allen

Janice Allen

Patricia Allen

Thomas Allen

Ayemere Alvede

Nancy Alward

Robert Ambrose

Carl Anderson

Robert Anderson

Susan Anderson

Ronald Andrews

Joseph Anton

Richard Arbour

Candice Archambault

Gail Archambault

Jeanne Armstrong

Marye Arnold

Marilyn Arnold

Robert Ashey

Wayne Ashford

Jeanne Aspinwall

Sam Aucoin

Carol Audette

David Austin

Janet Ayer

Lois Babinsky

Leon Baghdoyan

Joyce Bailey

Anne Baillargeon

Charlene Baker

Joan Baker

Pamela Baker

Bernie Baldeh

John Baldi

Pam Barker

Susan Barnes

Granville Barrows

Regina Bastianerci

Carol Batchelder

Emily Bateman

Lennox Barnes

Diane Battles

Kenneth Bealieu

Maria Bean

William Bean

Robert Beaurivage

Anda Bebris

Joel Belaire

Katherine Benson

Edward Bergeron

Mary Bergeron

Wilfred Bergeron

David Berthiaume

Marevelyn Biggers

Stephen Birkitt

Jeanne Blaesser

Earle Blanchard

Karen Blanchard

Ronald Blanchette

Elaine Blatsos

Jerry Bliss

Philip Blum

Bonnie Bock

Nancy Bonito

Suzanne Bates

James Borbotsina

Beth Borrup

Katherine Borst

Jean Bosse

Paula Bosse

Laurie Boston

Eileen Boszko

Joan Bouchard

Brian Boucher

Elaine Boucher

Karla Boughton

Ann Boulanger

Suzanne Bourn

Thomas Bowen

Donald Bowie

Lynda Boyd

Kathleen Boyle

Lynne Brandon

Nancy Brennan

Diana Breton

Ann Brinckerhoff

Denise Brisson

Cynthia Brown

Jane Brown

William Brown

Theodore Bruce

Blair Buchanan

Thomas Buinicky

Benjamin Bukata

Lawrence Bullard

Cheryl Burrows

Karla Butler

Ralph Cahalane

Jane Callahan

Peter Camann

Cabot Cameron

James Campbell

Anne Carignan

Nancy Carlson

Deborah Carpenter

Norman Carrier

Linda Carroll

Susan Center

Carol Chaffee

Gary Chamberlain

Daniel Chapman

Robert Carter

James Chaloner

Barbara Chase

William Chase

Charles Child

Alice Clark

Deborah Clark

Terry Clarkson

Karen Clauson

William Clay

Richard Clement

Leonard Clough

Mary Clougherty

Mary Cogswell

Donald Cole

Warren Cole

Cynthia Colell

Linda Coleman

Roger Coleman

Thomas Colgan

Mary Colligan

Barbara Collins

Stephen Colprit

Ruth Coniaris

Arthur Connelly

Alan Chase

Sean Connelly

Christopher Considine

Bradford Cook

John Cook

Janet Coraine

Wayne Cornwell

Linda Corriveau

James Cott

Charles Catting

Joanne Coughlin

John Coulahan

Elizabeth Couser

Dennis Couture

Ronald Couture

Paul Couturier

Coral Covell

Margaret Coyle

Jeff Crane

Scott Craven

William Cray

Karen Cremens

Janice Crossley

Francis Croteau

Margaret Crotty

Alice Crowe

Robin Culver

Suzanne Cummings

April Cushing

Linda Cutler

Linda Dagenais

Richard D'Agostino

Diane Dalphonse

Richard Dana

Pamela Daniels

Yvonne Daniels

Robert Danish

Jeff Davis

Laura Davis

David Dean

Fred deGraaf

Elizabeth Dehn

Barbara Delvoe

Patricia Deremer

Elaine Desroches

Cheryl Dick

Robert Dingle

Robert Dionne

Richard Dobens

Linda Dobrenchuk

Bruce Dockum

Deborah Donahue

Johnna Donahue

Charles Dorais

Ap ril Doyle

Margaret Drew

Sandra Driscoll

Linda Dube

Margaret Duffy

Jane Dunham

Suzanne Duranleau

Paul Durgin

Claudette Dusseault

Thomas Dwyer

Char les Eckfeldt

Jon Edwards

Donna Eldredge

Elaine Econimides

Albert Edelstein

William Edler

Elizabeth Edson

Mark Dorin

Patricia Duhaime

Ronald Enderson

Jean Etesse

Kathy Fallon

Kamran Fardshisheh

James Fargo

Michael Feeney

Cynthia Felton

Wendy Fetzer

Lonnie Field

Donald Finkey

James Fiore

Michael Firczuk

Diane Fisher

Karen Eldridge

Susan Ely

John Emerson

Craig Evans

Gary Evans

Richard Evans

Bruce Farmer

Sandra Farris

Kim Finch

Glen Findholt

Courtney Emery

Joanne Fitzsimons

Constance Flanders

Frank Flanders

Rebecca Fogle

John Foley

Dennis Foley

Laurie Folkes

Cheryl Follansbee

John Ford

Roger Formisano

Paul Foss

Michael Franz

Carmen Frattaroli

Frances Frederick

Bruce French

John Frost

Noel Gagne

David Gagnon

Elaine Gagnon

William Gardner

Ronald Frost

Ann Garland

Rita Furman

Jeff Garland

David Gebhardt

Susan Gecheran

Peter Geisler

Robert Gelinas

Charlene Gendron

Paul Gendron

Jodell George

Gail Gifford

Christopher Gilgun

Peter Gillespie

Virginia Gille

Steven Gioia

Barbara Glidden

Marcia Glike

Virginia Glispin

Crystal Goddard

Charles Goodwin

Jonathan Googins

Donald Gordon

Ned Gordon

Janice Gorski

David Gottesman

James Gould

Ann Gouvalaris

Peter Graham

Margo Granfors

Cary Grant

Michael Greene

William Greene

Ronald Gregoire

Sharon Gregory

Pamela Groten

Arthur Guertin

Pauline Guimond

Mariette Haan

John Hackler

Karolyn Haight

Janet Hall

Eric Halvorsen

Jan Hancock

Judy Hanlow

Lawrence Graves

Frank Gray

Gerald Hanscom

Steven Gray

James Guerin

Florence Hall

Janice Hansen

Diane Harmon

Janice Harayda

Glenn Harbour

William Harcou itz

Richard Harding

Delores Harvey

William Harwood

Carroll Haseltine

Patricia Hassey

Pamela Hawkins

Janice Harrington

James Hayes

William Head

Donald Heath

Dennis Hebert

Joan Hellquist

Janice Helsel

Linda Henderson

William Hentschel

Kenneth Hewitt

Cynthia Herbert

Janet Heywood

Alison Hicks

Kathleen Higgins

Linwood Higgins

Russell Higgins

Barbara Hill

Martha Hill

Robert Hill

Roger Hill

.::
Shiela Hill

Pamela Hills

Carl Hiltunen

Deborah Hinkley

Susan Hoag

Douglas Hoffmaster

Susan Holmes

Robert V. Horace

David Houle

Joanne Hovey

Carl Hoyt

Christopher Huckins

Mary Huckins

Allen Hudson

Robert Hudson

Martha Hunt

Barry Hutchinson

John Hunter

Betsy Ives

Sherrie Jackson

Carolyn Innis

Caroline Isaacson

Jerry Isaacson

Joel ltskowitz

Judy Jacovs

Bruce Jasper

Thomas Jenik

Pamela Jenness

George Jerry

Cynthia Johnson

Kathleen Johnson

Nancy Johnson

Peter Johnson

Samuel Johnson

Eileen Johnston

Candy Jones

Ruth Jones

Ray Jorgenson

Thomas Julian

Pamela Juris

Miguel Justiniano

Sumner Kalman

...
Shirley Kanerva

Carol Keating

Robert Keene

Nancy Keir

Cynthia Kennett

Marcia Kent

Bruce Kimball

Regina Kimball

Cynthia King

Patrick King

Ronald King

Susan King

Mathew Kingman

Linda Kipp

Michael Klein

Linda Knaack

John Knauf

Nancy Knauff

Kathleen Koehler

Lynne Kiriakoutsos

Stephan Keir

Connie Kellog

Edrina Kilbasnian

Edith Krier

Thomas Kondrat

Sandra Koski

Suzanne Lacasse

Lance Laclair

Linda Lambrou

Rene Lamontagne

Elaine Lampron

Judy Landry

Barbara Lane

Edward Lang

Lynda Lanzillo

Nancy Laraway

Eric Larson

Jane Koenig

Nicola Koledo

Bonnie Kuehn

Tom Kurtz

David Lamoureux

Cathleen LaPlante

Greg Kolinsky

Karl Laubenstein

Richard Lauberte

Linda Lawrence

I
Art Learmonth

Rita LeBlanc

Larry Lee

Carmen Lefebvre

Ann Lefler

Margaret Leighton

Brian Lenzi

Charles Lepisto

Arnold Leriche

Michelle Liberty

Pat Lihatsh

Antony Limanni

John Lindsay

Al Lipson

Robert Loiselle

Barbara London

Patricia Lorange

John Lorentz

Philip Long

Janet Levesque

Jeffrey Leighton

Laurent Levesque

Robert Lloyd

Linda Lounder

James Low

Kathryn Macropol

Timothy Lower

Ann MacDonald

Glenna Macvane

Barbara Malecki

Pat Maciver

Gail Maloof

Nancy Mackay

James MacKenize

Bart Mann

Carolyn Marpes

fr_
Lawerance Martin

Wayne Martin

Richard Masson

David Mayo

David McCarthy

Carol McCauley

Bonnie McClintock

Tim McCormack

Thomas McCoy

D. E. McDonald

Paul McDonnell

Tim McDuffy

Karen McGlinchey

Cynthia McGovern

Ann McGuiness

James McGuire

Kathleen McGuire

Robert McIntosh

Bill McKone

Paula McPhail

Lynda McVetty

Judith Meeker

Elizabeth Mehl horn

Kathy Mehron

John Meitner

Fay Melindy

Cathy Melisi

Jacqueline Merrill

Thomas Merrill

Philip Messier

Caryl Michenfelder

Patricia Miele

Anna Lee Miller

John Miller

Pam Miller

Thomas Minichiello

-

Danny Miskinis

Marilyn Molloy

Sandra Monte

Roberta Moore

Sandra Moore

Stephen Moore

Tom Moore

Denise Morin

Rarina Morrell

Patricia Morse

Sylvia Mortlock

Polly Moutevelis

Susan Mozden

Jeanne Mullany

John Munford

Susan Munz

Kathryn Ann Murphy

Margaret Murphy

Robert Near

Joel Nelson

Frances Newman

William Murphy

Christian Nahikian

James Nankunas

~

Cynthia Nichols

Robert Noel

Deborah A . Nowell

Betsy Anne Nulk

Paul Nygren

Martha E. Ohman

Michael O' Niel

Betty Oosterom

Heather A. O' Reilly

Dan Orr

Diane Ota

Al Ouellete

Michael Palmer

Norman Palmer

Ann Paajanen

Sturgis Papagiotas

Nancy O'Connor

John Orzechowski

Tom Packard

John Paige

Suzanne Palazzi

James Pappademas

Peter Pappas

Judy Paradis

Carolyn Parent

David Parent

Gary Parker

William Parkhurst

Cynthia Pasour

Constance Passas

Carolyn Pastor

Linda Patten

Linda Patterson

John Pazdon

Michael Pearl

Beverly Pearson

Grace Pearson

Christine Pederson

William Pellerin

James Pennale

John Perez

Donna Perrault

Ray Perrault

Cynthia Perri

Mary Jane Pervier

Douglas Peters

Alan Peterson

Gail Peterson

Joan Peterson

Michael Phau

Diana Phister

Gary Philippy

Holly Phillips

Jill Pickard

Susan Pickering

Alfred Pierce

Robert Pierce

Warren Pierce

Pamela Pike

Michelene Pivorunas

Roger Piwowarski

Ronald Plourde

Russell Poehlman

Anne Potter

Denise Poulin

David Powers

Richard Pohopek

Pat Powers

Bruce Pomerleau

Susan Poppema

Nancy Pratt

Susan Pratt

Margaret Prescott

Arthur Psaledas

Jane Putney

Linda Quirion

Carl Raders

Joan Raffia

Brenda Ramsey

Roberta Rawski

Carol M. Randlett

Nancy Rathbone

Judith Reed

Katherine Reed

Reno Regis

Susan Reinbard

Lynda Remillard

Richard Reno

John Rent

Mark Richmond

Peter Riel

Sheila Riley

Paul Ritzman

Linda Richter

George Rief

Jackie Rix

David Roberts

Richard Robidout

Barbara Robidoux

Joan Robie

Janis Roby

Thomas Roccio

Esther Rodgers

Rosemary Rogers

Linda Rollins

Nancy Rollins

William Rollins

William Root

Shirley Rosen

Leon Rosenblatt

Diane Rosenfield

Douglas Ross

Fred Rothe

Cynthia Rowell

John Rowell

Steven Royce

Robert Rudolph

Norma Ruel

Alvard Ruiz

Mary Rundlett

John Safford

Alex Runyon

Barbara Russell

Jane Russell

Peter Russell

Jacqueline Russo

Peter Sakash

Michael Samara

Ansel Sanborn

Mark Sanders

Pat Sankus

Michael Saraceno

Audrey Savage

Edgar Savage

John Scagliotti

William Schirmer

Fred Schneider

Linda Schneider

Francis Schulte

Ann Scruton

Karen Scruton

Edward Sears

Susan Seavey

Carol Seigny

Howard Shaffer

Diane Sharp

Richard Shaw

William Sheehan

Paul Sheppard

Michael Sherr

James Sherwood

Mark Shesky

Bennett H. Sideman

Alice Simpson

Rosemary Simpson

Catherine A . Skambis

Barbara Skoolicas

Pat SI attery

Craig Smith

Helena Smith

Nancy Sleeth

Larry Smith

Linda Slicer

Margaret J. Smith

Barbara Smith

Nancy Snidman

Carol Smith

Robin Snodgrass

William Soucaras

Barbara Souder

Steven Spain

Joseph Spierer

Larry Spongberg

Jane Spurway

Jean Stafford

William Stafford

Andrew Stancisco

David Stanley

Dolores Stansfield

Sharon Stark

Linda Stevens

Gary Stewart

Claudia Stiefbold

Peter Stoutenburg

Debbie Straw

I

I
Jack Starr

Henri St. Jean

John Stetson

Kathryn Stoddard

Kay Stevens

Barbara Stokes

Nancy Stone

Joan Strazdas

Everett Stwart

William Sullivan

Robert Svenson

Elizabeth Swan

Niles Sward

Carol Symonds

Carolyn Szot

Donna Szydiowski

Nancy Talbot

John Tamulonis

Ernie Tarullo

Linda Tattersall

Calista Teague

Judy Teets

Joan Tennant

Marilyn Thayer

Nancy Thibideau

Jeffrey Thibeault

Charles Thomas

James Thompson

John Thorson

Tricia Thurrell

Donald Tiernan

Steven Todd

Gail Tompkins

Norma Tondreau

Elaine Tremblay

Sarah Tuck

Roberta Turner

Brian Tynemouth

Margaret Urban

Sally Varney

Brian Vass

Pat Veno

Ann Vi laden is

Howard Wagner

Eric Waleryszak

Carol Walker

William Wallace

Ann Warren

Laurie Warren

Donald Waterman

Penn Virgin

Jill Wagner

Pamela Wallis

Arthur Ward

Joan Warner

Robert Weeks

Roger Weibusch

Michael Weisel

Margaret Wellman

Danford Wensley

Beverly West

Greg Whitney

Carla Widen

Patricia Wigg

Russell Wilder

Jeanne Williams

Richard Williams

Jane Wilson

Kathleen Wilson

Richard Wilson

Jean Winchester

Linda Winmill

Peter Winship

Nancy Winterbottom

Al Witteman

Bruce Wright

Diane Wright

Mark Yerby

Gayle Woodman

John Yonovich

Donna Young

Susan Ziter

Linda Garland

Carol Hall
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PROCTOR ACADEMY
Andover, N. H. 03216

IMAGE BUILDER

A College Preparatory School
for Boys
Dr. Lyle H. Farrell '29, Headmaster

its the real thing

of
DOVER and DURHAM

Coke

MENSWEAR

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING
PLANTS, INC.
Sanford, Maine

Distinctive Apparel and Footwear
For the Entire Family
Dover's Largest and Leading Department Store
432 Central Avenue, Dover, N. H.
742 -1808

300

DESIGNERS- BUILDERS ••.
COMMERCIAL ••• INDUSTRIAL •.. RESIDENTIAL

--- ---==

~IN C.G EN ER AL CONTRACTORS
PORTSMOUTH N. H.

Tasker's WELL COM PAN Y
HAS BEEN GOING IN THE
HOLE SINCE 1947
Drilling Is Done By New Rotary Method

WEEKS ICE CREAM SHOPS

Here's The Status of Tasker's Well Company
Same Wife

3 boys

Danny 14 yrs.
Jeff 11 yrs.
Kevin 8 yrs.

DOVER-SOMERSWORTH TRAFFIC CIRCLE

Same Location
Same Slogan
" Our Business is Going In The Hole"
We take good care of our old business.
But it's the new business we ' re after.
If you need water, call and help run this business into the ground.

DURACRETE BLOCK CO., INC.

Respectf ully,
ELMER D. TASKER

TASKER'S WELL COM PAN Y

TEL. 625-641 1

We Need Your Business, Our Business Is
Going In The Hole.

Northwood, N.H. 03261

Tel. 942-558 1 Area Code 603
302

Congratulations Graduates
From

AL OUELLETTE HAMMOND ORGAN

F. L. MALONE, INC.
Sales-Service-Instruction
YAMAHA Pianos
Dover-863 Central Ave.
Manchester-1053 Elm Street

BUILDING CONTRACTORS
321 Dover Point Road
Dover, N. H.

303

HAMMOND Organs
742-6931
627-1927

to
• Vanity Fair Household Paper Products
•

Della Printing Papers for the Graphic Arts
Industry

• Triad Office Papers for all reproduction
systems
•

Campbell Envelopes

•

Campbell Stationery Products

•

School Supply Products

GROVETON
PAPERS COMPANY

Groveton, New Hampshire
Telephone: 603-636-1154
•

304

A multi-plant organization offering broad opportunities to young men who would like to
associate with a progressive New England
company.

qEon~ratulations
/-W?n
DIAMOND NATIONA L
•

CORPORATI ON
LUMBER & BUILDING MATERIALS
"THERE'S A FUTURE FOR YOU AT DIAMOND."

The Thrift and Home

Dover Retail Location-225 Locust St.

Finance Center for
the Nashua Area since 1888

NEWMAN'S PHARMACY
Drugs, Cosmetics, Candy
Biologicals, Sickroom and
Diabetic Needs. (Wheelchairs,
Crutches-Walkers, Hospital
Beds-Rental Plans Available)

11/a6hua
Federal Savings

GLENN ROBINSON-Prop.

AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

1 Silver St. (Corner Central Ave.)
Tel. 742-1563
Dover, N.H.

157 Main St., Nashua, N. H.

DANS STAR MARKET

ARTISTS'
MATERIALS

The Quality Leader
and
Home of Miracle Prices

• DRAFTING SUPPLIES

Kittery, Me.

• ART BOOKS

Portsmouth, N. H.
Lacon ia, N. H.

Dover, N. H.
Rochester, N. H.

• CUSTOM PICTURE FRAMING
Talens, Rembrant & Orpi
Winsor & Newton D'Arches -

Bainbridge

Milbourne -

Aquabee

Dietzgen Drafting
& Engineering Supplies

YOUNG'S DONUT & COFFEE SHOP
& RESTAURANT
868-2688

48 MAIN ST.

TECH PRODUCTS COMPANY

Thepleasentplacetodine- anytime.
Breakfast -

185 HIGH STREET

Lunch -

Dinner

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

Fresh Donuts
Daily

TELEPHONE 436-7642

Largest North of Boston
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Decorated
Cakes

Take out
Orders

t

THE UNH BOOKSTOR E
On Campus - at Hewitt Hall
0

All textbooks • paperbacks • fiction-nonfiction
Supplies - for classroom • drafting • art

'DURHAM,TRUST
COMJ:lA NY
I
HOURS

MON.IJ.wTHUR

900. 2,00,.

FR ID AV
9.. 2,. ~ 4,. 6,.

EXCEPT HOLIDAYS

Mem/Je, rl FEDERAL DEPOSIT IHSU~ANCE CORP.
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Room
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THE

PIZZA
DEN
Main Street
<'fl'"

,,

.

DURHAM, N.H.

~

.. .. ..., .

, :._ '.

··- --~

.

868-2485

~

INTERSTATE RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Food Service Equipment - Janitors' Supplies
37 Amoskeag Street
Manchester, New Hampshire

CENTRAL PAPER
PRODUCTS CO.

Compliments of

504 Silver Street, Manchester, N .H.

ROBBINS AUTO PARTS, INC.

Tel. 624-4064
Dover, N.H.
Portsmouth, N.H.
Somersworth , N.H.
Hampton, N.H.

BAGS - BOXES - CUPS - TISSUES - TOWELS

Wrapping Paper - Janitorial Supplies
A Satisfied Customer is our first Consideration

KINGSTON
MANUFACTURING
CO., INC.

ROUTE 236, KITTERY, MAINE
MAIL : P . 0 . BOX 1011

P O RTSMOUTH , N EW

UTILITY AND

G ENERAL CONTRACTORS

307

HAMPSHIRE

0 3802
TEL EP HON E

207 - 4 3 9 - 9210

PORTSMOUTH LINO MART
CARPETS
LINOLEUM
FLOOR & WALL TILE

CONGRATULATIONS!

Sales, Service, & Installation

PIC'N PAY SUPER MKT.
Portsmouth, N.H.

Tel. 4~6-5257
880 Islington St.
Portsmouth, N.H.

DOVER FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

104

WASHINGTON

STREET

DOVER,

NEW

HAMPSHIRE

Congratulations

HOVEY'S CAMERA

THE KEENE NATIONAL BANK

Serving the University of

KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03431

New Hampshire with
Audio-Visual -

Industrial

and Professional
Photographic Products
86 Congress St.
Portsmouth, N.H.
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MADE

IN

KEENE

USED THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD

-

0: .

g

-

To

identify

and

.

their

packages

products

completely

:g

and at low cost,

[

turers throughout the world
use

manufac-

MARKEM machines, type

and ink.

EDWARD H. QUIMBY CO., Inc.
362 CENTRAL A VENUE

Everything industry needs
.•• for profitable marking
... since 1911

DOVER, N. H. 03820
This Is Our 57th Year

MARKEM ®

EVERYTHING
FOR THE
UP- TO-DATE OFFICE
PHONE 742-3515
OR
742-3351

ADDING MACHINES
T Y PEWRITERS
CASH REGISTERS
DESKS . CHAIRS. ETC .
DICTATING MACHINES

MARKEM

CORPORATION

KEENE. NEW HAMPSHIRE. U.S. A.

GREEN LANDS
COMMERCIAL ST.

CONCORD, N. H.

PHONE: 225 - 3387
COMPLIMENTS OF
POWER MOWERS
GARDEN TRACTORS
CHAIN SAWS
SNOW BLOWERS

PRIOR INC. OF
NEW ENGLAND
21 STILLINGS STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

Call, Write or Come to See
Us for Complete Counseling, Free Demonstration .

AUTHORIZED

~GRAVELY

309

02210

Compliments of

Massachusetts Gas &
Electric Light Supply Corp.
933 Islington Street
Portsmouth, N.H.
Tel. 436-6920

CENTRAL AVENUE AT FIRST STREET - DOYER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03820

BEST WISHES
TO THE CLASS OF 1970

W.W. CROSS
PLYMOUTH DIVISION - EMHART
CORPORATION

NORTHEAST ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION

Cut Tacks, Precision Nails
Electrical Hardware, Metal Stampings
Jaffrey, New Hampshire

Concord, New Hampshire

YOU ALWAYS GET A WARM WELCOME AT

•

THE SUNCOOK BAI.JK
SunQook, New Hamp~luAe

TAFT BUSINESS MACHINES, INC.

CAMP, DRESSER & McKEE

Distributors of
Ditto Spirit Duplicators & Electrostatic Copiers
Ditto Spirit and Offset Duplicators
Gestetner Stencil Duplicators
Minolta Bookcopiers

CONSUL TING ENGINEERS

A

WATER RESO URCES

DR A IN AGE AND FL OOD CO NTROL

WATER SUPPLY AND TREATMENT
SEWERAGE A ND SEWAGE TRE A TMENT
JNOUSTRlt, L

CDM

WAS T E TR EATMEN T

DE S IGN

ONE

CENTER

PLAZA

WATER AND A I R P O L L U TI O N
R E FU SE DI SPOSA L

RE SEARC H AND DEVELOPMENT
SE RVICES DURING CONSTRUCT I O N

Telephone 624-4031

BOSTON . MASS. 02 108

342 Lincoln Street
310

Manchester., N.H. 03103

&~ O~WOlJ&lJO@~

lJ@ lJOO~ @~&@lllJ&lJ~~
In this age of rapid change and complex challenge , one of New
Hampshire's greatest resources is its well-educated young people.
Public Service Company of New Hampshire, and other industries in
the Granite State, provide diverse employment opportunities and
invite you to join with us as we work to maintain and strengthen
New Hampshire as a fine place in which to live, work and play.

Compliments of

NEW HAMPSHIRE WELDING SUPPLY
Compliments of

CO., INC.
Distributors for
Airco - Ohio - Pureco

HARMO KENNELS

Anna H. Mosher

Industrial Gases and Liquids

Rte. 101-A Amherst, N.H. 03031

Flow Control and Cryogenic Equipment
921 South Willow St.

Manchester, N.H.

CHEZ POOCH

Tel. 625-9757

0

PERKINS LTD.
LADIES' APPAREL

flavor-fresh

DURHAM , N. H.

FLAVOR FRESH OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, Inc.
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1970 granite staff
editor-in-chief
associate editor
business manager
senior editor
photography editor
advertizing manager

kathy mehron
wayne worcester
carol mccormick
john scagliotti
kenneth wheatley
jonathon hyde

photographers
norman desfosses
edward king
fred bavendam
lynn walcutt
david macalaster

staff
alice mackinnon
polly fowle
bonnie abbott
barbara mehron

photo credits
cover by nick wallner

kenneth wheatley - 17, 22, 25, 26, 30, 34, 37, 51,
53 upper, 62, 63, 65, 70 right, 72 upper, 78, 88, 89,
90 right, 104.

dedicatory photo is of a memorial pastel sketch by
john w. hatch

david maca/aster - 11, 18 lower, 23, 24 right, 27,
28, 32, 36, 41, 72 lower, 73, 74, 140.

cartoons on pages 206-216 by polly fow/e
norman desfosses - pages 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 19, 20, 31 ,
33, 40, 64, 67, 80, 81 , 82, 83, 117,128,129, 130,131,
133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 158 lower, 161 right, 165,
167, 168, 169, 176 lower, 178 upper, 179, 185, 142.

george owen 195.

15, 16, 133, 171 upper, 180, 181,

david hendrick 146, 150 upper.

edward king - 10, 38, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49, 68, 75,
76, 77, 79, 84, 85, 86, 87, 94,106,108,1 10,111,112,
114, 115, 116, 118, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 138,
147, 148, 149, 150 lower, 152, 153, 155, 156, 157,
160, 164, 166,177,190, 191,192, 193,203.

john gibson -

42, 48, 54, 55, 56, 57, 66, 145,

92, 93, 105.

wayne worcester -

fred bavendam - 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224,
225,226,227, 228,229,230, 231,232,233, 234,235,
236, 237,238,239, 240,241,242, 243,244, 245,246,
247, 248, 249,250,251,2 52, 253,254,255, 256, 257,
258, 259.

99, 100, 101.

lynn wa/cutt -

70 left, 71.

bob koehler -

21, 29.

migue/ justiniano ronald wins/ow -

nicho/as wallner - 90, 91 , 98, 107, 109, 113, 132,
139, 151, 158 upper, 161 left, 170, 171 lower, 172,
173,189,194, 196,198,199, 200.

peter riviere kathy mehron -
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39, 96.

154.

144.

143.

